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(as f rom) 68 Churchfield Road 
Poole BH15 2QP 

England 

18. 5. 1993 

Dear Bernth, 
herewith my contribution to DLB on Chinweizu; getting it done 

has been a pretty nightmarish business as I'll explain be low. 
I haven't sent a copy to BCL separ&tdy; can't aff ord to DHL and 
have no conf idence i t'd get through t he post, which seems 
especially shambolic just now. Could I ask you please to 
photocopy the text and send to them ? 

Two more f avours, please. Could you_post the enclosed West 

Af rica article to Kaye Whit eman for me (again, I don't want to 
offer it up as sacrifice to Nipost). One of the copies of 

_Qpon Ifa Review is for you; would be very grateful if you could 
post the other two to, respectively: 

Prof Biodun Jeyifo 
Dept of English 
Godwin Smith Hall 

Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14853 

Dr Sandra Richards 

African American Studies Dept 
Northwestern University 
Evanston, IL 60208 

As a quid pro quo I'll DHL to you Harry G's article on Ben 
Okri, which he says will be ready in about a week's time (there 

will also be a couple more copies of Opon Ifa). 
On Chinweizu: I can't find any way to obtain detailed 

biographical info apart from the rather skeletal comments I've 

provided on his tertiary education, work in Lagos as a journalist, 
etc. Trips to Lagos, contacts with his friends, have been 

hopeless: he maintains an unbreachable security cordon around 
his life. I think what comes out of whatx I've written is an 
accruate indicator of his personality and of his position in 
Nigerian intel l ectual life, but ~here are definite biog gaps-
for example, on his schooling . 

I've gone over the wo~d limit: by my reckoning you've got 
around 6,900 words, ex cluding bibliography. But there are quite 
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a few passages that could be cut to bring it down to 6,500: for 

example, passages in parentheses and quotations from poems. 
My coverage in places isn't precisely chronological. For 

example, after covering Toward the Decolonization, I look 

forward to the related Voices anthology and then to Chinweizu's 
growing reputation as controversialist (in the '80s), before 

going back to look at other aspects of his work in that decade. 

The reason for this is that a good deal of his work isn't in 

book form (e. g . the journalism) and if I'd followed a slavishly 

chronolo~ical a pproach the thing would have been ~tremely bitty. 
Two bibliographical gaps, which I'm going to have to ask you 

to fill in (sorry a bout this; in both cases my notes are sloppy). 

Under the references, I don't have the page nos. for the article 
by Omafume. Also, under Chinweizu Periodical Publications, my 

record of issue number and year for the Okike "Leeds-Ibadan 

Connection" article seem to be inconsistent: I've left a blank 
here. 

Just two ideas for illustrations. It might be an idea to 

use the cover of Decolonising the African Mind in juxtaposition 
with the cover of the( ? ) Signet/ Random House paperbacka 

edition of Fanon's Black Skin, White Masks .(I mention the two 
on p23). I'ffl not sure which edition of the Fanon I'm talking 
about, but could let you know when I get back to Lesotho in 

August. And they might want to use the masthead of the Guardian 

news paper ( for which Chin worked at one time), with the Uthman 
dan Fodio quotation, nconscience is an open wound ••• ") 

So there it is. I don't think it's a bad piece, by and 

large, though it's a pity biog info is so elusive. 

The UK address at the head of this letter holds through 
July; I'm returning to Lesotho early August. Nigeria is proving, 

as often, quite an experie nce. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 


